
This is What You Will Need For The  
Peaceful Cabin Christmas Card 

 
 
 
 
Paper 
1 Piece of Basic White Cardstock cut to 5 ½” x 8 ½” scored at 4 ¼” 
1 Piece of Basic White thick Cardstock cut to  3 ¾” x 5” for the inside sentiment 
1 Piece of Cherry Cobbler Cardstock cut to 4 ” x 5 1/4” for inside border 
1 Piece of Cherry Cobbler Cardstock cut to 4 ¼” x 5 ½” ( use the largest scalloped piece 
from the Scalloped Contour Die set for this panel) 
1 Piece of the Peaceful Place Designers Series Paper to cut cabin scene from.  Use 3rd 
largest Scalloped Contour Die 
1 Piece of Cherry Cobbler Cardstock approximately 4” x 5” (use the  largest scalloped 
die from the Stitched So Sweetly set to cut panel) 
1 Plaid piece 4” x 5 1/4” (use the 2nd largest die from the Stitched Rectangle set to cut this 
panel  
 
1 Piece of the Peaceful Place Designers Series paper cut to 2 3/8” x 6” ( Optional to 
decorate envelope flap) 
 
Stamps & Dies 
Peaceful Cabin Stamp Set (this is for the inside sentiment) 
Scalloped Contour Dies 
Rectangle Stitched Dies 
Stitched So Sweetly Dies 
 
Ink 
Cherry Cobbler Classic Ink Pad 
 
Adhesive 
Multipurpose Glue 
Stampin’ Seal Tape Runner (optional) 
 
 
Tools 
Stamparatus 
Scissors 



Simple Shammy 
Bone Folder                                                    
Paper Trimmer  
Stampin’ Cut & Emboss Machine  
                                                         
Instructions 
 

1. Cut all the paper from the list above.  
2. Stamp inside sentiment with Cherry Cobbler Ink Pad on the piece of Basic White 

thick Cardstock cut to  3 ¾” x 5” – lay aside 
3. Cut your cabin scene by choosing a scene you like and cutting it, (with scissors) out 

larger than you need so that you will have room to center the 3rd largest Scalloped 
Contour Die over it. 

4. Cut each of the layers with the dies as described above using your die cutting 
machine. 

5. Glue the cabin scene to the smallest Cherry Cobbler Scalloped piece. 
6. Now glue this piece to the gray paid piece. Next glue to the largest Cherry Cobbler 

Scalloped piece and finally to the card front. 
7. Glue inside sentiment to the piece of Cherry Cobbler Cardstock cut to 4 ” x 5 ¼.  

Now glue this inside sentiment to the inside of the card base. 
 
Such and easy card but oh doesn’t it look like Christmas! 

 
 
 
 
Optional Decorating of Envelope Flap 
       Using your tape runner put tape on the top side of the flap of the envelope.  Carefully 
lay your piece of DSP (Designer Series Paper) measuring 2 3/8” x 6”on the flap starting 
at the fold of the flap. Trim and you are done! 
Stampin’ UP does not sell these but they are very helpful in card making 
 
Reverse tweezers with pointed tip 
Tombow Mono sand and rubber eraser combo 
Adhesive Remover (2”x2” block” 
 


